The Spirit Bares Its Teeth by Andrew Joseph White  
Shipped away in 1883 London to Braxton’s Finishing School and Sanitorium after a failed attempt to escape an arranged marriage, 16-year-old autistic trans Silas Bell decides to expose the school’s darkest secrets to the world when the ghosts of missing students beg him for help.

Forget Me Not by Alyson Derrick  
Fifteen-year-old Stevie and Nora’s plan to abandon their conservative small town for California so they can be together is shattered when a terrible fall steals every trace of Stevie’s relationship with Nora from her memory.

I’ll Take Everything You Have by James Klise  
While running a con in 1934 Chicago, sixteen-year-old Joe splits his time between Eddie, a handsome flirt, and Raymond, a carefree rich kid who shows Joe the queer life of the big city, but as danger closes in, Joe must decide who he wants to be before disappearing.

Heartbreak Boys by Simon James Green  
Jack and Nate find themselves dumped as their respective exes start up a new relationship together and start posting pics showing the world how fabulous their new life together is. Jack and Nate decide to make it look like they’re having an even better time. But faking the best summer ever is harder than it looks!

She is Haunting by Trang Thanh Tran  
Staying in Vietnam at the house her estranged father is restoring, Jade, plagued by sleep paralysis, bugs, and a ghostly apparition, must expose the evil lurking in its walls before dark forces consume them all.

Loveless by Alice Oseman  
Georgia has parents who are still in love, two sets of grandparents that are still together, and a brother who married his girlfriend, but at eighteen she has never even kissed someone (not even her lesbian best friend, Felipa) or particularly even wanted to; at the prom afterparty she is surrounded by couples making out, and she really does not know what is wrong—but in college she comes to understand herself as asexual/aromantic, and to capture the part of her identity that has always eluded her.

Ander and Santi Were Here by Jonny Garza Villa  
Nonbinary teen Ander is ready to leave their family’s taqueria and focus on their art, but when Santi, an undocumented immigrant from Mexico, begins to work at the restaurant, the two teens spark a romance made complicated by immigration police.

Spell Bound by F.T. Lukens  
Rival teenage apprentice sorcerers, Rook and Sun, must team up to save their teachers or risk losing their magic forever.
Always the Almost by Edward Underhill
Sixteen-year-old trans boy Miles Jacobson’s New Year resolutions include winning back his ex-boyfriend and winning the Widewest’s biggest classical piano competition, but when a new, proudly queer boy moves to town, Miles reconsiders who he was and who he is now.

As You Walk On By by Julian Winters
When his promposal goes epically wrong, 17-year-old Theo Wright, who has his life all figured out -- or so he thinks -- seeks refuge in an empty bedroom where he is joined by others escaping who they’re supposed to be outside the bedroom door.

The Black Queen by Jumata Emill
When her best friend, the first Black homecoming queen at Lovett High, is murdered, Duchess Simmons becomes convinced that beautiful, wealthy and white Tinsley McArthur is responsible, and though Duchess is determined to prove Tinsley’s guilt, Tinsley has an agenda of her own.

Blood Debts by Terry J. Benton-Walker
Sixteen-year-old twins Clement and Cristina feel lost after their father’s death, but find a new sense of purpose as they work to quell the rising tensions between New Orleans’s magic and non-magic communities and find out who cursed their mother.

Brighter Than the Moon by David Valdes
When shy foster kid Jonas and self-assured vlogger Shani fall for each other online, they find themselves trapped in a love triangle when Shani’s best friend also falls for Jonas as they all try to figure out who to be in the world.

Friday I’m In Love by Camryn Garrett
Deciding to throw herself an epic coming out party with singing, dancing and rainbow cake, 16-year-old Mahalia Harris finds herself buried in a mountain of bills, unfinished schoolwork and enough drama that could end her party before it even begins.

Girls Like Girls by Hayley Kiyoko
17-year-old Coley, terrified to risk her heart, meets Sonya, but despite their instant attraction, they must learn how to accept the love they fear and deserve most.

Planning Perfect by Haley Neil
Summer vacation quickly becomes complicated for Felicity Becker as she tries to plan a perfect wedding for her mom, figure out her feelings for her friend Nancy, and wonder what dating will look like for her as an asexual person.

Last Chance Dance by Lakita Wilson
Newly single, Leila takes part in a high school tradition called the Last Chance Dance, which gives all the students one last opportunity to find love before graduation, and, matched with her four crushes, must figure out what--and who--she wants.

Fake Dates and Mooncakes by Sher Lee
An aspiring chef discovers the recipe for love is more complicated than it seems when he starts fake-dating a handsome new customer.

Pedro & Daniel by Federico Erebia
Growing up in 1970s Ohio, Mexican American brothers Pedro and Daniel, who are not like other boys, manage an abusive home life, school, coming out, first loves, first jobs and the AIDS epidemic, leaning on each other always and forever.